
The leading social map app used Unbabel to slash turn around times,  

increase help center deflection, and get closer to its users.

Onboarded in 60 seconds: 
bringing seamless multilingual 
support to Zenly

Case study — Tech



Executive Summary
As Zenly's user base has grown, so has the 
logistical hassle of providing rapid, native-
quality support. After experimenting with other 
providers, Zenly turned to Unbabel for Zendesk 
Support and Guide. As a translation-layer on 
top of existing support processes, Unbabel has 
contributed to Zenly's more than 60% reduction 
in first-time reply while delivering support 
virtually indistinguishable from native-agent 
coverage. Deeply focused on user experience, 
Zenly considers Unbabel a key component  
in its expansion, organizational, and user 
happiness strategies. 

Meet Zenly
Zenly began because they wanted an easy way to 
know what their friends were doing. Naturally, they 
created an app — a map that lets you see your friends 
and what they're up to.

Millions of people around the world have since made 
them realize that Zenly goes beyond letting you know 
what your friends are doing. It actually brings you to 
spend more time with the people who matter most 
and moves you a little closer to them even when  
you can't.

www.zen.ly
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Delivering customer excellence 

to Zenly's users isn't merely about 

nailing the product — though they've 

consistently iterated on its mobile  

app to meet user needs, optimizing 

for battery usage and giving users  

full control over their privacy. In order 

to really delight their fast-growing  

user base, Zenly has to deliver 

engaging customer support, fast. 

In mobile apps, the competition is fierce: the  
average person has 60-90 apps installed on their 
phone, using around 30 of them each month  
and launching 9 per day. As brands strive to serve 
a valuable purpose and want users to fall in love 
with their product, customer support can mean  
the difference between those who churn and  
brand loyalists.

Zenly, of course, knew all that, putting customer 
support at the core of both its operations and 
feedback-based UX development. Working together 
with a BPO partner in Vietnam, Zenly's tight-knit 
team of in-house agents is dedicated to delivering 
the authentic, timely conversational support that its 
users have come to expect to solve their issues and 
understand exactly how they use the app.

Just one problem: the language barrier.
 
No matter how quickly Zenly's support teams  
moved, the turnaround time for translation, 
especially in hard-to-source Asian languages 
could absolutely sink the user experience. 

Challenges and objectives
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For Bryan Feeney, Customer Support Manager at 
Zenly, obstacles to customer satisfaction were 
also getting in the way of Zenly's breakneck 
expansion in Japan, Korea, and Indonesia. This  
was an untenable situation.

"We had a provider before Unbabel, and the 
turnaround time was massive, especially for some  
of the Asian languages, where Zenly was growing 
quite fast. Unfortunately, turnaround times were 
hurting our growth. It's so important for us to  
have feedback in real time," Feeney explains. 

Though Feeney's team sought to alleviate at least 
some of their CS pain points with a help center,  
the translation process for help center articles was 
arduous and inefficient, especially for a company  
that moves as quickly as Zenly.

These hiccups in the support process were only 
compounded by the linguistic complexity of Zenly 
users' messages. The younger demographic had an 
informal, hyper-local way of writing, which caused 
huge problems for standard MT-translation engines.

"Sending automatic translations could cause 
confusion with users, because the translations 
weren't always understood," says Feeney, "And  
so a one-touch ticket would turn into a whole 
conversation."

"Updating articles, getting them 
translated, copy and pasting into 
every language into Zendesk 
every time — a help center 
integration was something  
I really needed."

— Bryan Feeney, Customer Support Manager, Zenly
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Faced with increasing volumes of customer queries, 
Zenly began to look at tech solutions. Native 
integrations were a major consideration: Feeney  
and his support team wanted to minimize training 
and technical implementation. 

In Unbabel's Customer Service Solution, Feeney 
found a way to add multilingual coverage on top 
of existing processes — a "translation layer" that 
enhanced agents' productivity while improving  
the overall quality of customer conversation. 

Unbabel's off-the-shelf integrations for Zendesk 
Support and Guide allowed Feeney and his support 
team to hit the ground running. After working closely 
with Unbabel's Linguistic Resources team to compile 
brand style guides that ensure translation 
engines correctly capture Zenly's informal tone  
of voice, Feeney was ready to roll out Unbabel  
in 25 languages. 

By writing #Unbabel, any agent on Feeney's team 
is able to engage in native-quality conversation 
with Zenly users. "I can onboard them in 60 seconds," 
Feeney adds.

Keeping pace with the business 
The flexibility and quality that Unbabel is able to 
deliver has bolstered Zenly's ambitious expansion  
and operational strategy. 

"When we're seeing a couple of markets grow,  
we're going to hire a native English speaker thanks  
to Unbabel, to make sure that if the other markets  
do take off, we're covered agent-wise."

Supercharging Zenly's BPO team to work with 
Unbabel has enabled the company to keep a  
lean team of specialized agents in three countries. 
Whenever that elite task force is facing enormous 
spikes in volume or fields inquiries in languages  
it doesn't understand, the solution is to simply  
switch on Unbabel. 

As translation times fell from an average  
of two hours to just 20 minutes with Unbabel,  
first reply time fell by over 60%.

Peace of mind at Zenly, with seamless 
multilingual support

"The material provided to the team 
was perfect. We had a one-hour 
training session — it was as simple 
as that. You just write in English, 
and it'll be translated."

— Bryan Feeney, Customer Support Manager, Zenly
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Deflecting like a pro with Unbabel FAQs
Unbabel for Zendesk Guide helped Feeney and the 
team at Zenly unlock further operational elasticity, 
making translating articles and updating a multilingual 
help center seamless. 

The game changed by a whopping 17.5 percentage 
points, to be exact — the amount of reduction 
between projected and actual tickets for FY2019. 
Feeney and his team attribute much of that deflection 
to their multilingual community center. 

But for Feeney and the whole business, these gains  
in productivity and operational efficiency wouldn't 
mean very much if user experience didn't improve. 

Unbabel's signature blend of human and machine 
translation has enabled Zenly to provide timely 
support without compromising on quality. 
Inbound MT — with optional human translation 
for trickier customer cases — allows agents to 
waste no time crafting their reply. And Unbabel's 
self-learning MT engines and AI+Human pipeline 
ensure that customer-facing messages are virtually 
indistinguishable from native-agent replies. 

Feeney, who has worn many hats at Zenly — including 
support directly to users — recalls "a couple of times 
where I've signed Bryan off on a ticket in Japanese, 
and I get a reply saying: 'You speak Japanese?  
This isn't automatically translated?'"

High-quality conversation has brought Zenly  
closer to its users — and given the business new  
vigor as it seeks to bring people closer together.

More than just support
Emails like help@, support@, and contact@ often 
evoke the feeling "contact us if you have a problem or 
important question." That's why Zenly uses love@zen.
ly to show users they care regardless of the reason 
they're reaching out. Agents take the time to respond, 
quickly but with a response that meets the user's 
needs, even if that user is reaching out to say hello or 
how much they love Zenly — which happens regularly. 

Unbabel's service plays a crucial role in this  
— to further gain the trust of Zenly's users on  
a global level.

"We have users pass through the 
help center before sending tickets. 
Once we had articles in all the 
languages, we noticed ticket 
numbers really went down. Users 
were finding their answer in the 
help center. That was a big game 
changer for us."

— Bryan Feeney, Customer Support Manager, Zenly
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Key takeaways
Digital natives crave native-language support. 

The 18–24 demographic might have grown up in an 
English-saturated environment — but that doesn't 
mean they'll settle for English-language customer 
support. In a digital environment where users have 
a wealth of choice, users are rarely more than one 
subpar support experience away from churning. 
At Zenly, Unbabel's on-top translation hasn't just 
improved the quality of conversation between Zenly 
users and support staff: it's enabling the UX team to 
more fully understand user feedback, in real time, 
and roll out constant improvements to the app. 

Scaling multilingual support is as simple  
as #Unbabel 

For years, the status quo in customer support meant 
that rolling out new language pairs entailed spinning 
out new support teams. As Zenly has discovered, 
always-on tech solutions like Unbabel complement 
and enhance existing support processes, enabling 
the support staff to do more with their resources. 

Deflection is good for users and agents alike.

The big trend in customer support for the 
foreseeable future is self-service — and not for  
the reasons you think. While it's certainly true that  
a well-oiled help center can speed up operations  
and increase overall efficiency, users are clamoring 
for support that works for them. By creating  
a multilingual help center with Unbabel, Zenly  
has given its users a more convenient way to  
get routine inquiries taken care of.

Multilingual support that's always there,  
just in case 

You never know when the next support spike  
is going to hit — but Unbabel has made proactive 
planning a lot simpler. Leveraging Unbabel to boost 
in-house and BPO support capacity, Zenly is able  
to consistently deliver customer excellence and  
stay on top of app performance in real time.

The Unbabel effect:

Deflection rate: 17.5% 
(Difference projected  
vs actual tickets FY 2019)

Translation TaT 
reduction: 83%

First reply time 
reduction: >60%

Community center 
article views: 
78% increase 
(6 months later)
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At Unbabel, we believe language shouldn't stand
in the way of relationships. Learn how we can  
help you serve customers in any language,  
with fast, fully integrated translations of the 
content powering your support operations:

https://unbabel.com/customer-service/

https://unbabel.com/customer-service/

